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Abstract
Objective. Electrodermal activity (EDA) reflects sympathetic nervous system activity through
sweating-related changes in skin conductance and could be used in clinical settings inwhich patients
cannot self-report pain, such as during surgery or when in a coma. To enable EDAdata to be used
robustly in clinical settings, we need to develop artifact detection and removal frameworks that can
handle the types of interference experienced in clinical settings while salvaging asmuch useful
information as possible.Approach. In this study, we collected EDAdata from70 subjects while they
were undergoing surgery in the operating room.We then built a fully automated artifact removal
framework to remove the heavy artifacts that resulted from the use of surgical electrocautery during
the surgery and compared it to two existing state-of-the-artmethods for artifact removal fromEDA
data. This automated framework consisted offirst utilizing three unsupervisedmachine learning
methods for anomaly detection, and then customizing the threshold to separate artifact for each data
instance by taking advantage of the statistical properties of the artifact in that data instance.We also
created simulated surgical data by introducing artifacts into cleaned surgical data andmeasured the
performance of all threemethods in removing it.Main results. Ourmethod achieved the highest
overall accuracy and precision and lowest overall error on simulated data. One of the othermethods
prioritized high sensitivity while sacrificing specificity and precision, while the other had low
sensitivity, high error, and left behind several artifacts. These results were qualitatively similar between
the simulated data instances and operating roomdata instances. Significance. Our framework allows
for robust removal of heavy artifact fromEDAdata in clinical settings such as surgery, which is thefirst
step to enable clinical integration of EDA as part of standardmonitoring.

Introduction

Artifact detection and removal are required for any physiological data collection, especially in uncontrolled and
‘messy’ situations like in the hospital or at home (Jiang et al 2019). As sensors becomemore ubiquitous and
optimized for comfort and convenience over signal quality, ensuring data quality is increasingly the
responsibility of analysis algorithms that can quickly detect and correct artifacts. Specifically, robust artifact
removal is required for any physiologicalmodality to become clinical standard, since artifact removalmust be
integrated into hardware systems to ensure high quality data for clinicians (Jiang et al 2019). Some of this artifact
is clearly identifiable by eye and attributable to obvious sources such as patientmovement, accidental removal or
repositioning of sensors, or interference fromother equipment (Jiang et al 2019). However, automatingwhat
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can be seen by eye can prove to be challenging. Commonmethods for artifact removal in simpler situations, such
as thresholding,may not be sufficient for complex clinical environments (Uriguen andGarcia-Zapirain 2015,
Mannan et al 2018). In addition, artifact rejection strategiesmust be optimized forminimal collateral damage in
terms of removal of true data, especially in cases where temporal dependencies exist (Uriguen andGarcia-
Zapirain 2015,Mannan et al 2018). Temporal dependenciesmay alsowarrant special considerations inmethods
development, for example favoring removal ofmultiple smaller sections of data rather than a single continuous
section (Mannan et al 2018).

Electrodermal activity (EDA) is one such physiologicalmeasure that is inexpensive and convenient to collect,
but is not yet clinical standard because there are not rigorous tools to process and analyze it (Boucsein 2012).
EDA tracks the changing electrical conductance of the skin due to the activity of sweat glands, which are part of
the body’s sympathetic ‘fight orflight’ reflex (Boucsein 2012). It has immense potential as a physiologicalmarker
to track sympathetic activation in situations such as pain or stress (Amin and Faghih 2022). In clinical settings, it
could be used as a non-invasivemarker of physiological pain processing in situations inwhich patients cannot
communicate for themselves, such as under anesthesia, during surgery, or when in a coma (Subramanian et al
2020a, 2020b, 2021a). Tracking sympathetic nervous system activation and regulationwould be of clinical utility
in the operating room to dose painmedication or in the ICU tomeasure brainstem function and nociceptive
reflexes (Subramanian et al 2020a, 2020b, 2021a). Developing frameworks andmethodologies to process EDA,
including artifact detection and removal specific to clinical situations, would bring it one step closer to being
used in the clinic.

Supervised learning tools have been used successfully in a number of clinical applications, including
radiology and pathology (Biagetti et al 2018). However, in the case of artifact detection, creating a labeled
training set is a non-trivial task that is not part of the clinical workflow. It would require significantmanual labor
to label each small increment of time as artifact or true data. Previous studies using advanced supervised
machine learningmethods, including deep learning, have relied on such expert labeled data instances (Kelsey
et al 2017, Zhang et al 2017, Gashi et al 2020, Posada-Quintero andChon 2020, Llanes-Jurado et al 2021,Hossain
et al 2021, 2022a, 2022b). The timescale of artifact is often a fraction of a second, so tominimize the amount of
excess data labeled as artifact, the increments of timemust be very small, increasing themanual labor of labeling.
Different types of artifactmay also require specific labeled training sets. Instead, unsupervisedmethods do not
require labeled training sets, since they assign data to groups based on detecting patterns in the data (Goldstein
andUchida 2016).

In this paper, we develop a fully automated pipeline for removing artifact fromEDA involving three
unsupervised learningmethods (isolation forest, K-nearest neighbor distance, and 1-class support vector
machine) (Manevitz andYousef 2001, Liu et al 2008,Hu et al 2016) and threshold selection process. These three
methodswere chosen because they are commonly used for anomaly detection. Specifically, we use EDA
collected during surgery in the operating room,where there ismaximal artifact due to interference from surgical
cautery equipment. This is one of themost intense clinical situations, so by showing that we can robustly remove
artifact in this scenario, we can demonstrate that ourmethod is adaptable for any clinical situation, whichmoves
EDAone step closer to being clinical standard to track pain and physiological stress in the operating roomand
ICU. To feed into the automated pipeline, we defined 12 features in half-secondwindows based on our own
intuition and guidance from existing literature.

EDAdatawere collected continuously during lower abdominal surgery in 69 human subjects. The source of
most artifact was surgical electrocautery, which causes large visible deflections in the data every time it is turned
on and off, which can be over 150 times in an average surgery at short, irregular intervals. Each time the cautery is
turned on, it typically only remains on for a few seconds.While the cautery-induced deflections are clearly
visible, to complicatematters, there are periods of intact but shifted (down typically)EDAbetween the
deflections. Finally, themagnitude, sharpness, and direction of artifactual deflections vary across subjects.

Existing unsupervisedmethods for artifact removal are specific to the data instances for which theywere
built, none of which included critical clinical situations (Chen et al 2015, Taylor et al 2015, Zhang 2017). None
had the degree of artifact that surgical cautery interference produces. Nonewere clinical EDAdata instances. In
contrast, the artifact detection and removal pipeline we developedwas able to successfully remove even heavy
cautery artifact from all subjects’ data. In addition, our computational process was able to sufficiently attenuate
artifact while preserving asmuch of the remaining true data as possible, including small snippets of real data in
between sections of artifact. Previouswork in this areawas published in (Subramanian et al 2021b); however, it
was semi-automated and requiredmanual selection of hyperparameters. In contrast, this current work presents
a fully automated pipeline.

In the remainder of this paper, we detail the development and validation of this pipeline. InMethods, we
discuss the details of the data collection, subject cohort, the features used, how the unsupervised learning
algorithmswere implemented, and how the artifact thresholdwas selected.We detail howwe constructed
simulated data for comparison ofmethods. In Results, we show each subject’s data before and after artifact
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removal and detail the specific parameters used and fraction of data labeled artifact.We also show a side-by-side
comparisonwith existing artifact removalmethods for simulated data. Finally, inDiscussion, we address the
implications of this work and our future directions.

Methods

Data
In this study, we use EDAdata recorded from70 subjects (38 females and 32males, ages 29–77), collected under
protocol approved by theMassachusetts GeneralHospital (MGH)HumanResearchCommittee (IRB
2017P002591). The researchwas conducted in accordancewith the principles embodied in theDeclaration of
Helsinki and in accordancewith local statutory requirements. All participants providedwritten informed
consent to participate in the study and for study results to be published. All subjects were undergoing
laparoscopic urologic or gynecologic surgery atMGH. The EDAdatawere recorded from themost proximal
phalanges of twofingers of each subject’s left hand at 256Hz using the Thought TechnologyNeurofeedback
System (Neurofeedback Expert System, Thought Technology Lt .). The electrodes were placed as soon as the
patient entered the operating roombefore induction of anesthesia and only removed after extubation at the end
of surgery. The datawere fed in real-time to a laptop located at the head of the operating table, near the
anesthesiologist, andmonitored thewhole time by amember of the study team to ensure signal quality. The
distribution of ages and surgery durations is shown in Figure S1(available online at stacks.iop.org/PMEA/43/
115005/mmedia) in the SupplementaryMaterial. Figure 1 shows an example of the rawdata from three subjects.
Themain sources of artifact weremovement at the beginning and end, including positioning, and use of surgical
cautery. Each instance of turning cautery on or off caused a visible deflection in the data. Due to logistical
concerns, EDAdata collection fromone subject (Subject 31)was ended before the onset of cautery, and therefore
that subject was excluded from this analysis. EDAdata from the remaining 69 subjects were analyzed using
Matlab 2020b.

Features
The 12 features we used are listed in table 1. These features are a combination of those used by other existing
methods (Chen et al 2015, Taylor et al 2015, Zhang 2017) aswell as additional ones that we discoveredwere
useful based on experimentation.We computed these features for each nonoverlapping 0.5 swindow (128
samples) for each data instance tomatchwith the timescale ofmost artifacts. These feature vectors were then fed
as inputs into the automated pipeline.

The automated pipeline
Figure 2 is a schematic summarizing ourmethodology for artifact detection.

Figure 1.Examples of raw operating roomEDAdata from three representative subjects.
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Step 1:Utilization of unsupervisedmachine learningmethods
Weused three existing unsupervised learningmethods to compute scores for each half second segment of data
based on the 12-feature vectors, isolation forest (Liu et al 2008), K-nearest neighbor (KNN) distance (Hu et al
2016), and 1-class support vectormachine (SVM) (Manevitz andYousef 2001). Each isolation forest consisted of
100 decision trees, and the isolation scores were computed as themedian of 10 such forests. KNNdistance was
computed using Euclidean distance and =K 50.A1-class SVMwas trained on 90%of the data, based on the
90%with the lowest KNNdistance as a conservative estimate of true data and excluding the 10%of data points
with the greatest KNNdistance. All three unsupervised learningmethods yielded a score for eachwindowof data
quantifying the degree of abnormality. The higher the score, themore likely that segment of data was artifact.
The isolation forest scores weremade negative tomatch the directionality of the other two.

Figure 2. Schematic ofmethodology. (A) Starting from the rawEDAdata, (B) each of the three unsupervisedmethods yields a score for
each 0.5 s windowof data, where a higher score ismore likely artifact. (C) Screening across thresholds for artifact for all three scores,
the labeled artifacts at each threshold can be described by an associated inter-artifact interval distribution. The skewness of that
distribution can be computed and plotted by threshold. Selecting a set of localmaxima from skewness versus threshold curve, we can
arrive at a set of candidate thresholds to evaluation for each unsupervisedmethod. (D)The candidate thresholds can be ‘scored’ based
on the characteristics of the resulting ‘cleaned’ EDAdata in terms of local standard deviation. Three specific characteristics were
compared to quantitative limits set from examining artifact-free data and the optimal threshold can be chosen as the one thatmost
closelymeets all limits. (E)The best unsupervisedmethod and optimal threshold combination is chosen as the onewhich has the
lowest proportion of labeled artifact while stillmeeting all other conditions. (F)Aflowchart summarizing themethods

Table 1.The 12 features for each 0.5 s windowused as inputs
for our unsupervisedmethods.

Feature description

1 Standard deviation of signal

2 Difference betweenmax andmin of signal

3 Mean offirst derivative

4 Median of first derivative

5 Standard deviation of first derivative

6 Min offirst derivative

7 Max offirst derivative

8 Mean of level 4Haarwavelet coefficients

9 Median of level 4Haarwavelet coefficients

10 Standard deviation of level 4Haarwavelet coefficients

11 Min of level 4Haarwavelet coefficients

12 Max of level 4Haarwavelet coefficients
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Step 2: Identification of candidate thresholds
The next step of the process was to determine the appropriate threshold to define artifact for eachmethod for
each subject. To do this, first we identified a set of candidate thresholds to evaluate. The process used to select
these thresholds relied on specific insight about how the unsupervisedmethods label artifact. For each data
instance, as the threshold on any of the unsupervisedmethod scores is decreased, the portions of data that are
labeled artifact increase in discrete ‘jumps’withmore subtle changes in between. Themost ‘correct’ labeling of
artifact is likely to occur at one of these discrete jumps, since each jump represents the additional labeling of one
similar ‘cluster’ of data as artifact, whereas gradual changes represent a continuous spectrumof subtle
differences within similar ‘clusters’. True artifact is highly similar to each other and distinctly different from true
data; therefore, there should be no need to rely on subtle differences. To identify the discrete jump that
represents themost ‘correct’ labeling of artifact, we took advantage of the fact that each discrete jump
dramatically changes the inter-artifact interval distribution by introducing long gaps between subsequent
artifact labels. Therefore, the skewness (3rdmoment) of the inter-artifact interval distributionwas computed
across thresholds for each unsupervisedmethod (DeGroot and Schervish 2012). Since discrete jumps in labeled
artifact skew the inter-artifact interval distribution, the jumps can be identified by localmaxima in skewness.
The candidate thresholds for each unsupervisedmethodwere identified using the findpeaks algorithm inMatlab
to identify localmaxima in the skewness versus threshold curve, usingminimumpeak prominence of 0.1. Peak
prominence is defined as the height of a localmaximumabove the higher of the two neighboring troughs on
either side of the peak.

Step 3: Selection of the optimal thresholds
Each of the candidate thresholds was assessed by detecting and removing artifact using that threshold and then
computing threemetrics on the corrected signal: themaximum standard deviation in any half-secondwindow
(localSTDmax), the ratio of themaximum standard deviation in any half-secondwindow to the 90th percentile
standard deviation in any half-secondwindow ( /localSTD localSTDmax 90), and the ratio of themaximum
standard deviation in any half-secondwindow to themedian standard deviation in any half-secondwindow
( /localSTD localSTDmedmax ). Then, the threemetrics were converted into score components by computing their
differences from the limits of 0.48, 6, and 10 respectively, and penalizing the distance above each limit by twice as
much as the distance below, as described in the formula below. The limits were chosen by examining
characteristics of artifact-free EDAdata.

∣ ∣
( ( ))

= - *
´ + * -

*score localSTD

sign localSTD

0.48 100

1.5 0.5 0.48
1 max

max

= - * + * -⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠

score
localSTD

localSTD
sign

localSTD

localSTD
6 1.5 0.5 62

max

90

max

90

= - * + * -⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠

score
localSTD

localSTD
sign

localSTD

localSTD
10 1.5 0.5 10max

med

max

med
3

Thefinal score for each candidate thresholdwas computed as the sumof the three score components and the
value of the threshold itself (penalizing higher thresholds). The optimal threshold for each unsupervisedmethod
was chosen as the candidate thresholdwith theminimum final score. The proportion of data labeled artifact at
this thresholdwas recorded.

Step 4: Choosing the best combination of unsupervisedmethod and optimal threshold
The best unsupervisedmethod for each data instancewas chosen as the one that labeled the smallest proportion
of artifact at its optimal threshold (implying that it also satisfied all previous conditions). The goal is to select the
combination of unsupervisedmethod and optimal threshold that is themost precise in its selection of artifact
without compromising true data.

Step 5: Correcting EDAafter artifact detection
After identifying and removing the artifact while preserving asmuch of the true data as possible using the
optimal threshold and best unsupervisedmethod, any ‘islands’ of true data thatwere shifted upward or
downward due to artifactual deflectionwere translated back based on computing the linearly interpolatedmean
of the data at that time. Islandswere defined as being shorter than 20 s in duration andmore than 0.12μS from
the linearly interpolatedmean of the neighboring EDAdata. After translating the ‘islands’ back, the gaps created
by removed artifact were filled using linear interpolation oncemore to create continuous data. This is why the
duration of the longest continuous artifact was relevant. Using linear interpolation tofill in a few seconds of data
at a timewill likely not affect downstream analysis; however, interpolating a fewminutes at a time could.
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Validation
Weused our pipeline aswell as two othermethods on the 69 data instances collected during surgery. These two
methodswere chosen because theywere relatively recentmethods thatwere built upon the twomajor schools of
thoughtwith respect to automated and unsupervised EDA artifact correction. The two othermethodswere a
heuristicmethodwhich thresholds the signal value and derivative and removes 5 s of data on either side of any
identified artifact (Kleckner et al 2018) and awavelet decomposition-basedmethod (Shukla et al 2018). The
Klecknermethod (Kleckner et al 2018) only covers artifact detection, but does not provide amethod tofill in
sections labeled as artifact.We used linear interpolation tofill in those regions similar to our ownpipeline. Since
there is no ‘ground truth’withwhich to quantify the performance of all threemethods on the true surgical data,
we quantified this comparison using simulated data as detailed in the following sections.

Step 1: Creating simulated data
We startedwith the corrected surgical EDAdata returned by our pipeline.We used this as the ground truth
signal fromwhich to start.We randomly selected 50 subjects’ corrected EDA inwhich to insert artifacts to create
50 simulated EDAdata instances. Then, we created a ‘database’ of artifacts by aggregating all of the sections of
EDA labeled as artifact by any of the threemethods across all 69 surgical data instances. This database contained
over 29,000 artifacts of varying shapes and durations; somewere likely not truly artifact since the algorithms are
imperfect in their labeling of artifact. For each of the 50 corrected EDAdata instances randomly selected, the
following process was followed to construct a simulated EDAdata instancewith artifact:

1. Randomly select a number N between 50 and 150 for the number of artifacts to introduce to the clean data.

2. Randomly select N artifacts from the artifact database.

3. Randomly select N locations from 1 to the length of the EDA data instance at which to introduce each
artifact.

4. For each (artifact, location) pair, replace the segment of clean EDA data starting at chosen location and of the
same duration as the chosen artifact with the artifact. The artifact was inserted so that themean value of the
artifact was the same as themean value of the clean EDA segment it replaced.

Examples of two simulated data instances constructed in thismanner are shown in figure 3.

Step 2: Evaluating the performance of artifact removalmethods on simulated data
Wedetected and removed the artifact from each simulated EDAdata instance using each of the threemethods
being compared: our pipeline, the Kleckner et alheuristicmethod (Kleckner et al 2018), and the Shukla et al
wavelet-basedmethod (Shukla et al 2018).We compared the performance of the threemethods both in terms of

Figure 3.Two example simulated data instances starting from the original ‘ground truth’ clean data for each, then the simulated data
instances with artifacts artificially introduced, and finally the corrected simulated data instances after artifact correction using our
method, theKleckner et almethod and the Shukla et almethod.
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artifact detection alone, as well as artifact correction. The 50 corrected EDAdata instances prior to the
introduction of any artifacts were treated as ground truth for comparison. Artifact detectionwas evaluated by
measuring sensitivity, specificity, overall accuracy, and precision for each simulated EDAdata instance. Some of
thesewere also quantified in terms of actual duration of data rather than just proportion. Artifact removal was
evaluated by computing the sumof squared errors (SSE) from the ground truth in artifact regions, in non-
artifact regions, overall, and by computing the artifact power attenuation (APA) (Molavi andDumont 2012). A
greater APA over regions of true artifact and lower SSE in any case are desirable. (Computing theAPAover
regions of identified rather than true artifact is less optimal but unavoidable when ground truth is unknown.) In
this case, the quality of the artifact removal ismore important than artifact detection alone, since the artifacts
introduced into each simulated EDAdata instance from the artifact ‘database’ included non-artifacts falsely
labeled as artifact by at least one of themethods. The quality of the artifact removal indicates how similar the
final EDAdata is to the ground truth.

We also computed the APA for each of the true surgical EDAdata instances using all 3methods to compare
the performance of themethods on the true data versus the simulated data.

Results

Figure 3 shows two examples of simulated data instances from generation through correctionwith all three
artifact correctionmethods (ourmethod, Kleckner et al and Shukla et al). Similar figures for all of the simulated
data instances can be found in the SupplementaryMaterial, figures S37–61. Figure 3 shows that the process we
used to generate simulated data successfully introduced significant artifacts into the original cleaned data. In
addition, it shows that ourmethod and theKlecknermethod are qualitatively similar at removing artifact,
whereas the Shuklamethod leaves behind significant artifact.With respect to artifact detection alone,figure 4
shows that ourmethod achieves the highestmedian accuracy of 96%,while the Shuklamethod achieves a
median of 94% and theKlecknermethod amedian of 91%.Keeping inmind that some of the introduced
‘artifacts’were likely not true artifacts, figure 4 also shows that ourmethod achieves varying levels of sensitivity
with amedian of around 63%. TheKlecknermethod achieves highmedian sensitivity of 98%,while the Shukla
method achieves only around 23%median sensitivity. However, with respect to specificity, this trend is reversed,
with both ourmethod and the Shuklamethod achieving 99%median specificity while the Klecknermethod
achieves only 91%.

To further understand the performance of theKlecknermethod in comparison to ours, we also examined
the precision of all themethods aswell as quantified the sensitivity and specificity in terms of actual durations
since the proportion of artifact inmost data instances is relatively small. Figure 4 shows the results from the three
artifact correctionmethods across all 50 simulated data instances specific to artifact detection. Figure 4 shows
that the Klecknermethod has the lowestmedian precision of only 42%,while ourmethod achieves the highest

Figure 4.Results of all three artifact removalmethods across all 50 simulated data instances, specifically with respect to artifact
detection. The sixmeasures shown are sensitivity, specificity, overall accuracy, precision, the duration of artifact left behind, and the
duration of true EDAdata discarded as artifact.
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median precision of 81% and the Shuklamethod 68%. TheKlecknermethod grossly overestimates the artifact,
allowing it to achieve high sensitivity but lower precision and specificity.When quantifying in actual duration,
the Klecknermethod leaves very little artifact behind (0.15 min); however, itmislabels amedian of 13.4 min of
true data as artifact per data instance. In contrast, ourmethod leaves behind about 3.7 min of artifact per data
instance but onlymislabels about 1.2 min of true data per data instance. Finally, the Shuklamethod leaves
behind themost artifact (8.1 min) andmislabels a similar duration as ourmethod (1.2 min).

To fully understand the performance of the differentmethods, artifact detection alone is not enough,
especially since all of the introduced ‘artifact’may not have been true artifact in this case. The clearest indicator
of performance is the similarity between the final corrected signal and the original ground truth signal towhich
artifacts were artificially added for each data instance. Figure 5 shows the results of the threemethods across all
50 simulated data instances specific to artifact correction figure 5 shows that despite amarked difference in
sensitivity, ourmethod achieves very similar performance in terms of error compared to theKlecknermethod,
in terms of the overall error (ourmethodmedian=150, Klecknermethodmedian=290) as well as error in
artifact regions (ourmethodmedian=30, Klecknermethodmedian=20) and non-artifact regions (our
methodmedian=25, Klecknermethodmedian=140). In contrast, the Shuklamethod, whichwas the least
sensitive, has amuch greater error because it leaves behind significant artifact (median overall error=3.2e5,
median error in artifact regions=3.0e5,median error in non-artifact regions=3.2e4). In terms of APA,which
was calculated in this case for the ground truth artifact regions, not the regions identified as artifact by each
method,figure 5 shows that the Klecknermethod and ourmethod have similar APA (ourmethod
median=24.8, Klecknermethodmedian=25.6), while the Shuklamethod is far less (Shuklamethod
median=12.7). Finally, in terms of the total proportion of labeled artifact and the longest continuous artifact,
figure 6 shows that the Klecknermethod achieves the highest in both since it labels themost data as artifact
(Klecknermedian proportion labeled artifact=0.15, Klecknermedian longest continuous artifact=103 s).
Ourmethod achieves higher precision and similar APA for true artifact regionswhile labeling amedian of only
5%of the data as artifact and achieving amedian longest continuous artifact length of only 24 s. The Shukla
method leaves behind significant artifact and therefore only labels amedian of 2%of the data as artifact.

For the operating roomdata, there is no ground truth. Figure 7 shows examples of the performances of all
threemethods on two operating roomdata instances. Similar figures for all of the operating roomdata instances
can be found in the SupplementaryMaterial, figures S2–36. Figure 7 shows that the Shuklamethod performs
similarly compared to simulated data instances; it leavesmany significant artifacts behind. TheKlecknermethod
seems to performworse on the operating roomdata than on the simulated data instances and also leaves behind

Figure 5.Results of all three artifact removalmethods across all 50 simulated data instances, specifically with respect to artifact
correction. SSE=sumof squared errors, APA=artifact power attenuation. The fourmeasures shown are the sumof squared errors
overall, the sumof squared errors in the true artifact regions, the sumof squared errors in the true non-artifact regions, and the artifact
power attenuation for the ground truth artifact regions (not the regions that were identified by eachmethod as artifact).
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some artifact. In terms of the quantifiablemeasures, figure 8 shows that the trends for proportion of labeled
artifact and longest continuous artifact are similar to the simulated data instances. TheKlecknermethod labels
themost and longest artifacts (Klecknermedian proportion labeled artifact=0.21, Klecknermedian longest
continuous artifact=165 s), while ourmethod labels less (ourmethodmedian proportion labeled

Figure 6.Results of all three artifact removalmethods across all 50 simulated data instances, in terms of the proportion of signal
labeled as artifact and the longest continuous single artifact.

Figure 7.Two example operating roomdata instances starting from the rawEDAdata for each, and then the corrected operating room
data instances after artifact correction using ourmethod, theKleckner et almethod and the Shukla et almethod.

Figure 8.Results of all three artifact removalmethods across all 70 operating roomdata instances, in terms of the artifact power
attenuation of the regions identified by eachmethod as artifact, the proportion of signal labeled as artifact, and the longest continuous
single artifact.
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artifact=0.07, ourmethodmedian longest continuous artifact=20 s), and the Shuklamethod the least
(Shuklamedian proportion labeled artifact=0.02, Shuklamedian longest continuous artifact=16 s). The
APAof ourmethod and theKlecknermethod is qualitatively similar, though ourmethod seems to be slightly
lower (ourmethodmedianAPA=22.2, KlecknermethodmedianAPA=32.1). Similar to the simulated data
instance results, the Shuklamethod had the lowest APA (ShuklamethodmedianAPA=6.3). It is important to
note that theAPA for the operating roomdata instances is calculated differently than for the simulated data
instances since there is no ground truth, so it can only be calculated for eachmethod based on the regions that
were identified as artifact rather than known true artifact.

Finally, figure 9 shows excerpts of artifact-heavy regions in three simulated and three operating roomdata
instances alongwith the corrected data using each of the three artifact removalmethods on the same y-axis scale.
Across all of the excerpts, but especially in the case of the operating roomdata instances, twomajor trends are
clear. First, the Shuklamethod leaves behind significant large artifacts. Second, theKlecknermethod removes
large sections of data completely, sometimes tens or hundreds ofminutes at once, especially areas around large
artifacts. This agrees with the quantitative results which show theKlecknermethod achieving high sensitivity
and lowprecision and the Shuklamethod achieving low sensitivity.

Further detailed results for each data instance are in the SupplementaryMaterial. Table S1 summarizes the
results from all three artifact correctionmethods on all 50 simulated data instances in terms of artifact detection.
Table S2 does the same in terms of artifact correction, while table S3 summarizes the proportion of labeled
artifact andmaximum single continuous artifact. Table S4 summarizes the proportion of labeled artifact, longest
single continuous artifact, and artifact power attenuation for all 70 operating roomdata instances.

Discussion

When comparing the performances of the three artifact correctionmethods, it is clear that the Shukla et al
methodwas theworst performing. Not only did itmiss detecting significant large artifacts, as evidenced by low
sensitivity and precision (figure 4), it also did a poor job of correcting the artifacts that were detected, as
demonstrated by high error and lowAPA (figure 5). Both quantitatively and qualitatively, thismethod did not
satisfactorily remove artifact from the data. TheKleckner et almethod performedmuch better, achieving the
highest sensitivity withmoderate specificity and accuracy (figure 4). However, the true nature of themethod is
revealed in the precision, which is below 50% formore than half of the data instances, and the duration of
mislabeled true signal, which is between 10 and 20 min formost data instances, which is longer than the
duration of true artifact itself (figure 4). The proportion of labeled artifact and longest continuous artifact are
consistently far greater for theKlecknermethod than for either of the other twomethods (figure 6). These results
are unsurprising given that themethod removes a generous 5 s on either side of any identified artifact as well.
While ensuring high sensitivity in detection of artifact, this results in large swaths of true data beingmislabeled as
artifact, decreasing precision (figure 4). Inmany cases, thismethodwould lead to unnecessary loss of data,
especially affecting downstream analysis techniqueswhich depend on temporal continuity.

Figure 9.Excerpts of simulated and operating roomdata instances with artifact and after artifact removal with all threemethods. All
y-axes are inμS.
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This is important to consider, since relevant information about sympathetic activity is contained in the
dynamic pulse-like phenomena in EDA (Boucsein 2012, Subramanian et al 2020c). Anymethod thatmodifies
long, continuous chunks of data will likely affect the readout of dynamic activity in that timeframe. In contrast,
short regions ofmissing data can be interpolated since they are only likely to contain a few pulses, and the
missing data can be accounted for in estimation of uncertainty (Barbieri et al 2005).

Ourmethod achieved intermediate sensitivity and specificity, but high overall accuracy and precision
(figure 4). The duration of artifact left behindwas comparable to the duration of true signalmislabeled as artifact
(figure 4). Based on the sensitivity and proportion of labeled artifact alone, onemight expect that the error of our
methodwould have also been intermediate between that of the other twomethods. However, the error of our
methodwas very similar to that of the Klecknermethod, which achieved amuch higher sensitivity (figure 5).
Ourmethod actually achieved better overall error and error in non-artifact regions compared to theKleckner
method (figure 5). Our pipeline also achieved comparable APA to theKlecknermethod (figure 5). All of these
results suggest that while ourmethodmay not have removed all of the artificially added ‘artifact’, the artifact that
ourmethod left behindwas not very different from the ground truth. It neither contributed significantly to the
error nor decreased the APA. This suggests that perhaps it is not even true ‘artifact’, which is a definite possibility
since the ‘artifacts’were drawn from a database that could have includedmislabeled true signal. The over-
labeling of artifact by theKlecknermethod explains why ourmethod achieves lower error in non-artifact
regions. Ourmethod labels a far lower proportion of artifact than theKlecknermethod in shorter duration
chunks (figure 6), but in doing so, still achieves comparable error and artifact attenuation (figure 5), resulting in
much higher precision and lower duration of true data removed (figure 4). Unlike the Shuklamethod, which
also removes far less artifact than theKlecknermethod (figure 6), ourmethod still sufficiently attenuates artifacts
and does not leave large artifacts behind resulting in large errors.

When examining the artifact removal in the true operating roomdata instances for which there is no ground
truth, the relative performance of the threemethods has several consistencies to that of the simulated data,
suggesting that the same conclusionsmay apply. For example, the proportion of labeled artifacts and longest
single continuous artifacts were far greater for theKlecknermethod than for the other two (figure 8). The
median values of proportion of labeled artifact and longest continuous artifact were similar between the
simulated data instances and the operating roomdata instances for both ourmethod and the Shuklamethod.
However, it was actually larger for theKlecknermethod in the operating roomdata instances than in the
simulated data instances. Figures 7 and 9 also suggest that qualitatively, the performance of theKlecknermethod
may beworse in the operating roomdata instances than in the simulated data instances (figure 3). High
sensitivity and lowprecisionmean that theKlecknermethod overestimates artifact and removes large swaths of
data, while the Shuklamethod retains artifacts (figure 9). The relative APAdistributions are also similar between
the operating roomand simulated data instances, especially the difference between the Shukla et almethod and
the other twomethods (figures 5, 8). The difference between ourmethod and theKlecknermethod is slightly
greater in the operating roomdata instances compared to the simulated data instances, but still largely
overlapping. This could be due to the slightly different computation of APAbetween the simulated data
instances and operating roomdata instances since the latter has no ground truth.

Conclusions

In this study, we collected EDAdata in the operating roomduring surgery from70 subjects and demonstrated
that by constructing a pipelinewhich includes unsupervisedmachine learningmethods and a set of 12 literature
and physiology-informed features, wewere able to remove artifact due to surgical cautery andmovement from
the EDA. This overcomes amajor barrier for EDA to be used clinically, such as to track responses to stress and
pain in the operating roomand the ICU.Our pipeline is fully unsupervised and automated, requiring neither
labeled training data instances normanual curation at any intermediate step.We also compared other artifact
detectionmethods such as theKleckner et alheuristicmethodwhich thresholds the signal and its derivative and
the Shukla et alwavelet decomposition-basedmethod.We generated 50 simulated data instances from the true
by introducing artifacts into cleaned data.We then used all threemethods to remove artifact from the simulated
data instances and compared the performances to the ground truth. Ourmethod achieved the highest accuracy
and precisionwhile balancing sensitivity and specificity.

All three of themethodologies compared in this study, including ours, are completely automated and
unsupervised, which is ideal for clinical settings inwhichmanually labeling training data instances would be too
time-consuming and laborious. Despite the absence of training data, ourmethodology successfully removed
cautery artifact from the data evenwhen true EDAdatawas interspersed between sections of heavy artifact, a
situation inwhich theKlecknermethodwould likely remove the true EDA aswell. Evenmethods that could
detect some artifact were not necessarily able to remove it successfully (i.e. Shukla et almethod).While our study
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included severalmajor sources of artifact in the surgical setting (cautery,motion artifact, etc), one limitation is
that theremay be other sources of artifact linked to specific equipment, such as that used in orthopedic
procedures.

While ourmethodology used some of the same features as existingmethods, we allowed the unsupervised
algorithms to ‘learn’ the difference between artifact and true signal for each data instance rather than hardcoding
rules. The selected features, including those that overlapwith existingmethods, simply highlighted relevant
characteristics of the data, based on the physiology of EDA and observations about the nature of cautery-related
artifact. A straightforward expansion of this approach for other types of ‘clearly visible’ artifact inmodalities
such as ECG andEEG could be implemented using custom feature definition, again informed by the physiology
and nature of artifact in those signals. In addition to non-clinical uses, EDAhas tremendous potential to be an
inexpensive and non-invasive clinicalmarker of sympathetic activation in situations inwhich patients cannot
express symptoms of pain or stress, such as the operating roomand ICU.Ourwork presents a significant step in
that direction.
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